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XVI . 
INTRODUCTION 
The following study is an attempt to explain the role 
played by alumni magazines in higher education and further 
to analyze and evaluate a large number of alumni magazines 
themse 1 ve s. 
Believed to be the first study of its kind, this paper 
takes a closer look at the many complexities involved in 
alumni publications with the hope -that by so doing valuable 
information and direction may be revealed for use by editors 
and others responsible for the creation of this relatively 
new member within journalism's ranks. 
To obtain the basic data herein discussed, a question-
naire, containing some 150 questions, was sent to member 
colleges in the American Alumni Council which: (a) have 
enrollments of 500 students or more and (b) were either 
privately supported, church supported, or state supported. 
(In the latter case one state supported university in each 
state was selected.) In all 287 colleges and universities 
were included in the survey while. 230 of that number 
contributed information for an so% participation. 
BACKGROUND - FINANCIAL SUPPORT .OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Much has been said in recent years about giving higher 
education more financial support. Hardly a week passes 
when some prominent figure, ~ither in the community, in 
education, and more recently in business and industry, 
fails to emphasize . the pressing money needs of colleges and 
universities. 
Ins~itutions of higher education have, of course, 
since their beginnings in this country, welcomed and sought 
financial support. Much of it was in kind - land, buildings, 
books, etc.l - in the earlier years in American history. 
Later, in the 19th century and even up to the present time, 
wealthy individuals whose assets have measured high in the 
millions, became the prime benefactors of colleges and 
universities. Some of these financial giants not only con-
tributed substantially to existing colleges but in some 
cases their gifts either established new colleges or put 
them on a strong financial basis not otherwise possible. 
Duke University, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Stanford 
University, Johns Hopkins University, the University of 
Chicago, Cornell University are but a fe\~r that fall into 
this category. 
Alumni support of the colleges, as well, had been en-
1. Ell, Carl s. Annual Report of the President, 1953-1954 
Northeastern University - P. 9 
1. 
couraged and stimulated during the early growth of American 
higher education. But, compared to present-day standards, 
the efforts hardly scratched the surface. Two hundred years 
ago or even a hundred years ago little in the way of organi-
zational work, or long range, detail planning was considered 
or perhaps even thought about. Indeed, many colleges were 
skeptical and fearful of encouraging alumni interest under 
the assumption it might lead to ''interference" or possible 
"control." 
Financial Burdens Increase 
As the early decades of the 20th century passed into 
history, however, it became increasingly more evident that 
financial worries of colleges and universities had not 
diminished. On the contrary, greater demands for raising 
educational standards, the need for buildings and equipment, 
steadily expanding enrollments, the necessity of estab-
lishing new educational programs, and increasing costs, in 
general, seemed to add to the gravity of the financial 
problems. 
One way to ease the strain, some observers felt, was 
to raise tuitions. Educators disagreed. They felt the sub-
stantial increases in tuition which would be required would 
tend to reduce the number of potential college students and 
may even "price colleges out of the market." 
2. 
Other means to gain greater financial stability there-
fore were brought under closer scrutiny during the '20's, 
'30's, '40's, and now in the mid-century period. Indivi-
duals who were fortunate enough to have large amounts of 
money were and are pursued with an even greater vigor than 
in the past; Alumni work developed and continues to develop 
into a more scientific procedure; and within very recent 
years business, industry, and charitable foundations have 
been surveyed carefully by higher education as yet largely 
untapped resources to be developed. 
I n general, the financial plight in which colleges and 
universities found themselves, applied (and applies) to all 
types whether state supported, church supported, city sup-
ported or privately supported. It is with the later type of 
college, however, where the problems are perhaps most acute. 
With no institution behind them the privately financed col-
leges have, in many cases, found it a keen struggle for their 
very existence. In some instances the struggle has become 
too much to cope with and colleges have closed their doors. 
In others, buildings, equipment, salaries, etc. have become 
obsolete or lagged behind the times to the point where the 
quality of educational standsLrds were and are in serious 
jeopardy. 
Where to Look for Financial Help? 
With the needs of highe1r education growing faster than 
3. 
could be satisfied, the first problem to be faced, it seemed, 
was which is the best way to turn for financial help? 
Certainly no master plan was devised for higher educa-
tion to follow. Any course which led to financial relief 
seemed to be the best plan to follow. This, in effect, is 
what the colleges did. 1Nherever available money was dis-
covered the colleges went after it. 
Prior to the mid 1930's, colleges without tax money or 
institutions behind them, could ordinarily look to only two 
sources for outside help - to wealthy individuals, and to 
alumni. About 1935, but more especially during the World 
War II period, new sources began to show themselves, namely, 
business, industry, and foundations. Many observers feel 
this was a transition period in fund raising - the large 
donors began to decline while business, industry, and trust 
foundations began to emerge. 
The Needs 
Once received, one may well ask, what has the money 
been used for? The money could be used for a host of pur-
poses, of course, but for the most part, it has been given 
for: scholarships, equipment, capital purposes (land, 
buildings, etc.), current expenses, and research {usually for 
industry or the government). 
In addition to outright gifts, as mentioned above, many 
4. 
varieties have been developed for specialized purposes. Two 
types established within the past three years might be of 
interest. 
The first, currently used by the Bethlehem Steel Corp., 
the Sheffield Corp., and others, is an outright gift of from 
$2000-$3000 to a college or university for each graduate that 
works full time after graduation with the company.2 
The second, established in 1955, is the General 
Electric Corporate Alumnus Program which matches each em-
ployee's contribution to his alma mater up to $1000.3 
The Alumni Fund 
In one form or another alumni giving is as old as the 
colleges themselves. Graduates of Harvard College in the 
5. 
17th century were known to have presented gifts to their alma 
mater. As other colleges were founded, some graduates of 
these institutions, too, began to follow suit. To be sure, 
it was done to a very limited degree. Nevertheless, it was a 
start. No one, perhaps, knows for certain when the practice 
of alumni giving first started in this country. Little evi-
dence is available to add light to the picture at all when 
one looks back more than 75 years. 
2. Ell, Carl s. Annual Report of the President, 1952-1953, 
Northeastern University - P. l0-11. 
3. Reed, Philip D. "The Corporate Alumnus Program." Harpers 
Magazine - January 1955. 
One thing is certain, however, no organized alumni 
efforts1 as we know them today, for fund purposes or other-
wise, are known to have existed in the u.s. more than 
three-quarters of a century ago. College presidents often 
traveled the length and breadth of this country and even 
Europe to raise funds. But never was he fortunate enough 
to have an organized alumni club waiting for him in some 
distant city ready to underwrite part of the colleges fin-
ancial burdens. 
In the 1880 period some evidence has come to light to 
sugge st that serious thinking had been devoted to organ-
izing alumni. A statement in an editorial published in 
The Post-Graduate and Wooster Quarterly tends to bear this 
out. It read 11 ••• We hope to receive, from time to time, 
reports from the branch Associations, of their gatherings 
and the work they are doing. As our members increase, 
their influence will arise.n4 
American higher education seemed to be emerging from 
the dark ages of college alumni fund raising. Fo~ a few 
years later, about 1890, Yale took hold of the idea that 
alumni should be in the fund-raising picture. Yale, about 
that time, apparently created an organized alumni fund 
effort and began active solicitation of alumni. 
With an organized alumni solicitation program 
6 • 
4. From 11The Editorial Chair," 
October, 1886, P. 66 
The Post-Graduate and Wooster 
Q,uarterly 
established in at least these two cases, surprisingly 
enough, the idea was slow to spread. Dartmouth, for ex-
ample, did not start an alumni fund until 1914. Harvard 
conducted an endowment fund campaign in 1919, but did not 
establish an alumni fund until 1925. Princeton moved 
slowly and waited until 1940 before creating an alumni 
fund. 5 
THE ALUMNI MAGAZINE 
From the beginnings of alumni efforts, it seems 
obvious that among the many problems to be faced was the 
communications problem. Alumni had to be contacted. They 
had to be informed of their alma mater's needs and plans. 
And,perhaps even more fundamental, it was necessary to 
stimulate alumni to the point of developing an interest in 
their colleges and their personnel. In short, it seems 
reasonable to assume that developing the proper "state of 
mind" which perhaps would lead to support eventually 
(monetary and otherwise) was recognized as a prime consi--
deration. 
In earlier days word of mouth messages and individual 
letters circulated alma mater's news. But, as in the case 
of unorganized alumni efforts, this method of communicating 
7. 
5. Cooke, George J., Jr., Princeton University. "VIlhy An Alum-
ni Fund," an address given before the A.A.c. 39th General 
Conference, Edgewater Park, Mississippi, July 11-15, 1954 
and Published in the A.A.C. Yearbook - P. 79. 
gave way in the 1880's to a more organized, more inclusive 
system of communications. The major vehicle of course 
became a form of the alumni magazine. 
The "First 11 Alumni Publications 
Although there may be some disagreement on the point, 
the 11 first" alumni publication seems to be The Post-
Graduate and Wooster Quarterly, published by The College of 
Wooster in Wooster, Ohio. The first issue came out in 
October, 1886, as a 68-page, 6" x 9" magazine containing 
"theses of the then flourishing post-graduate department, 
class notes, and the 'Editorial Chair.'" It was published 
B. 
continuously until 1921 when it was changed to the format of 
the present Wooster Alumni Bulletin.6 
To support the contention that The Post-Graduate and 
Wooster Quarterly was indeed an alumni magazine and not a 
college publication merely sent to alumni, the following 
editorial, which appeared in volume 1, number 1, has been 
offered in evidence: 
11We feel confident that our alumni will be 
interested in the brief article in this issue 
by one of their number. By showing what a few 
have done it suggests what many might do. It 
is not merely the financial assistance, how-
ever, that is most to be desired. That hearty 
and responsive affection for Alma Mater which 
characterizes many sons and daughters of other 
institutions will prove Wooster's proudest 
6 . McKee, John D., Director of Alumni Relations, The 
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio. 
heritage. Nor have abundant manifestations of 
this spirit been wanting. As the history of our 
university is short, so her alumni are still 
young and not grown out of thought of the days 
of their pupilage. They have not generally 
accumulated funds from which to offer large 
benefactions; but they have the liberal spirit 
of loving givers. And this sincere interest 
and earnest affection will produce its fruit 
in due time. While now it renders unfailing 
encouragement and stimulus to push on the 
noble efforts already made for Alma Mater's 
enlarged prosperity and extended usefulness. 
We hope to receive, from time to time, reports 
from the branch Associations, of their gath-
erings and of the work they are doing. And as 
our members increase, their influence will 
steadily arise. The trustees, some years past, 
elected one of our most prominent alumni to 
their body, thus practically recognizing their 
desire for our sympathy and co-operation."7 
9. 
Other college publications which date back even earlier 
and later developed into alumni publications, have been con-
sidered as possible 11firsts 11 but ruled out on the grounds 
they originally served other purposes rather than primarily 
as alumni publications. 
Another criterion which may be used to decide upon the 
"first11 alumni magazine published in America might be the 
style, format, contents, etc. of alumni magazines of today. 
If this standard is used, the.n probably the Yale Alumni 
Magazine would be considered "the first." 
The first issue of the Yale Alumni Weekly appeared on 
Tuesday, September 29, 1891. It was a four-page sheet 
published by the editors of the Yale Daily News of which 
Clive H. Day '92, was chairman. The masthead called it the 
7. From 11 The Editorial Chair," The Post-Graduate and Wooster 
Quarterly - October 1886, P. 
Yale Alumni Weekly, being the weekly edition of the Yale 
Daily News, published every Tuesday during the term, sub-
scriptions $ 2.00 per year -payable strictly in advance~ 
The masthead also proclaimed: . 
"The Yale Alumni Weekly will be devoted 
to mat t ers connected with=yale which shall 
be of a special interest to graduates. 
Communications are earnestly solicited from 
graduates and friends of Yale, especially 
in regard to matters directly connected with 
the alumni or with any of the Alumni Associ-
ations or with the general welfare of the 
Unt versi ty. n8 
The leading editorial of this first issue started off 
as follows: 
"The editors of the Yale News, rely ing 
upon the support which the g raduates have 
promised, and for which we thank them heart-
ily, will this year publish the Yale Alumni 
Weekly, of wh ich this is the first number. 
Last spring a specimen copy was published 
and distributed among all the alumni, and 
the number of subscriptions then received 
warrant the publication of the Weekly during 
the present college year. The paper, as was 
said in the sample edition, would be run 
exclusively for the benefit of the g raduates 
of Yale. It will contain mat t ers concerning 
the university itself, its development, its 
student projects and its athletics, and con-
cerning the alumni and their associations. 
It will se r ve as a target for the expression 
of alumni opinion upon topics concerning the 
welfare and interest of Yale, and will act 
as a bond between the alumni themselves agd 
between the alumni and the university ••• " 
According to Francis W. Bronson, present editor of the 
10. 
Yale Alumni Magazine: II • • • in that first issue the general 
8. Yale Alumn~ Weekly, September 29, 1891. 
9. Ibid. 
11. 
pattern of merican Alumni Magazines was established. The 
first page contained news of the campus and the University. 
The second page was editorials and general comment. On page 
three were news of sports, a Yale log, and a graduate obit-
uary record. On page four were odds and ends of news plus 
the inevitable Alumni Notes. There were no ads in that 
first issue. (However, half a dozen firms took ads in the 
second issue dated October 6, 1891). 
The Growth of the Alumni Magazine 
One again, although the pattern had been established 
before the turn of the century, colleges were slow to 
accept the idea. Before 1900 perhaps as few as 5% of the 
colleges had established an alumni publication and by 1920 
approximately 25% possessed magazines. In 1940, however, 
over 75% of American Colleges or their alumni associations 
published a major medium of communication fur their alumni.10 
As alumni publications became established over the 
years, as one might expect, they assumed a variety of 
different formats, sizes, and shapes. New ideas, new 
techniques, and new methods of operation began to unfold; 
those that were sound and workable have presumably remained 
to be refined even further. The cumbersome and imprac-
ticable, in many cases, have been dropped. In other cases 
10. Supra, I. 
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they have remained. In eases where retained, one might con-
clude, it has been due primarily to lack of information on 
what the others are doing , unless, of course, it happened 
to be a physical problem concerning finances, lack of 
personnel, etc. 
Thus, it woul d seem valuable to gather as much informa-
tion as possible on alumni publications and compile, 
analyze, and compare it for the benefit of all concerned 
with media of this kind. Futhermore, it would seem im-
portant to obtain data to help g ive a more finite under-
standing of alumni publications than has heretofore been 
available. Such a study, based upon reliable data, it is 
felt, might help eliminate misconceptions or erroneous 
opinions developed as a result of not having such informa-
tion. It is to these ends that this paper has been written. 
In the relatively rapid period of growth and expansion, 
little time has been taken to obtain a closer look at 
alumni magazines. Many questions, therefore, have remained 
unanswered. Who publishes them? What are the contents? 
How do they rate? How is circulation determined? Who 
pays the bill? How is income provided? What about adver-
tising? How are class notes handled ? What about such 
matters as addressing , mailing , postal rates, reader 
surveys, typog raphy analyses, etc., etc.? These and others 
are some of the s pecific questions this document hopes to 
illuminate. 
The Method 
To procure the basic data necessar~J meant that those 
responsible for publishing alumni magazines had to be con-
tacted. 
Since it was not possible to visit each college and 
university in the country, a questionnaire containing some 
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150 questions was developed under the guidance of the 
American Alumni Council and with the assistance of others.ll 
It was mailed by the A.A.C. to all member institutions which 
have an alumni publication. 
Next the A.A.C. membership list for 195312 was checked 
against the u.s. Education Directoryl3 to select colleges 
and universities with enrollments of 500 or more and also 
to determine their affiliations (support or control) if any. 
All colleges and universities on the A.A.C. list which were 
privately controlled, controlled by religious denominations, 
and one state controlled university from each state were 
u sed in the study as long as each possessed 500 students 
or more. 
It was felt that this kind of a selection would ad-
equately cover the types of colleges which, it seems, ~dd :-­
up to a comprehensive and significant picture of American 
colleges and universities with respect to their alumni 
publications. 
11. Infra, P. 48 
12. Annual Report of the American Alumni Council, 1953. 
13. Education Directory, 1953-1954, part three, Higher Ed-
~c~~ion, ~~~~ Department of Health, Education, and 
The grand total included was 287 - 125 privately 
controlled, 115 controlled by relig ious groups, and 47 
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state universities. The response to the survey was approxi-
mately 80% of those included. All data was processed on 
I • B • M • cards • 
THE SURVEY RESULTS 
The results are g iven in the order in which the ques-
tions were asked on the questionnaire for convenience 
should one wish to refer back to the original question. 
Number of Colleges I ncluded - Number of Alumni Represented . ~ 
As mentioned above 287 college s representing the three 
major types of colleges, from the standpoint of support, 
have been included in the survey. A list of these institu-
tions may b e found elsewhere in this paper.l4 The number 
of alwnni represented in the gross total (i.e. 287 colleges) 
is estimated at approximately 5,000,000. The number of 
alumni represented by respondent colleges is nearly 
4,500,000. 
Year Established? 
The alumni magazine is a relatively new medium of com-
munication. Only 5% of the total number now exist i n g were 
es tablished before 1900. In many cases colle ge magazines 
existed then which later developed into alumni publications. 
14. Infra, P . A49 
But since these were not strictly in this category when 
founded, they are not included until they actually become 
alumni publications. 
The 1920-1929 period was the most productive decade for 
creating alumni publications. In that period nearly 20% of 
those now functioning came into being. Despite a depres-
sion and a global war in the '30's and '40's, these two 
decades produced 17% of the total apiece. The 1910-1919 
decade ranked fourth with 11% and the first four years of 
the mid-century decade added another a%. Seven per cent 
of the colleges began magazines from 1900-1909 and 16% of 
the colleges apparently were modest about age and declined 
to answer. 
Times Per Year Published? 
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There is little doubt, according to our survey, that the 
American alumni magazine is a quarterly publication. Over 
37%, a tally more than twice as much as the next contender, 
see the light of day with each new season. The second most 
widely used deadline is six times per year with 15% of the 
respondents filling this category. Working down the scale 
we find: 10% publish 10 times per year; 9% - 5 times; 8% -
3 times; 6% -more than 10 times and 6% - also 9 times; 5% -
8 times; and 2% is shared by 7 times per year and less than 
3 times •. per year. 
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~Vtio Is The Publisher? 
A tally of the data received indicates the alumni asso-
ciations are the publishers by a 25% margin over the insti-
tutions. In most cases where the college possesses a 
relatively small alumni body {less than 10,000) the college 
itself serves as the publisher. In general, the larger the 
college, the more likely the alumni association 'is the 
publisher with little help, if any, from the institution. 
Seven colleges failed to answer the question. 
What Printing Process Is Used? 
An overwhelming solidarity of opinion exists on this 
question. Alumni editors and secretaries prefer letter-
press in 201 cases out of 230. The offset method runs far 
behind in second choice with only 20 colleges using it. 
Apparently no college uses 11 other processes" such as multi-
lith, mimeo, etc., since no respondents replied to the 
question 11 other." Nine did not answer. 
Number of Pages? 
In view of the fact that page sizes differ (our infor-
mation shows at least 6 different sizes are in use), one 
may think, at first glance, that this is a meaningless 
question. However, in the light of the answers to question 
#15 ("What Is The Page Size?"), we perhaps can get some 
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significant information. Answers to Question #15 tell us 
the most widely used page size is st x 11, and data on the 
question of number of pages indicates that 2~~32 pages are 
used most frequently. Thus, one could say, in general, the 
alumni maga~ine is sized st x 11 and runs from 24-32 pages. 
In percentages, the page sizes used are: 4-10 pages - 22%; 
12-20 pages - 26%; 22-32 pages - 32%; 34-40 pages - 10%; 
44-100 pages - 9%; and no data, less than 1%. 
What Is The Page Size? 
To obtain meaningful answers to this query, six sizes 
were used. These are the most widely used and in cases where 
the size differed from the categ ories set up, the answer 
was placed in the closest category. Data revealed the 8~ 
x 11 size to be the most popular size by far, with 143 
colleges out of 230 or 62% using it. The others are: 9 x 
12 - 13%; 7 x 10 - 9%; 11! x 17 (tabloid size) - 7%; 6 x 9 -
4%; 5! x st - 3%; and 2% supplied no data. 
How Do Contents Rate? 
If we can make any broad generalization about contents 
of alumni magazines at all, the evidence we ha ve prompts 
the comnent that alumni magazines are about people. 
The news of Malmaduke J. Success '32, becoming President 
of Ace Motors Corp., or t he recent wedding of Miss Primrose 
B. Sweetmusic '50, or even a routine assignment of Pfc. John 
J. Leatherneck '53 to Okinawa, is more important by far to 
alumni readers than any other type of story in the ma gazine. 
At least this is the conclusion one comes to wh en examining 
alumni publications f rom the standpoint of contents. 
By a wide marg i n , alumni editors ranked class notes 
items # 1 in terms of frequency used, space allotment, loca-
tion, etc. 43% of the colleges surveyed rated clas s notes 
fi r st, while 20% rated them second, and 11% third. 
Articles about the institution and alumni association 
artic l es are given second considerati on in f irst-p lace 
r a ting s, according to the respondents, with each rece i ving 
20% of the total vote. 
'The first-place rating s given to other types of contents 
is as follows: alumni personal ities (4th) - 5%; education al 
a r t icles (5th) - 2%; editorials ( 6th) - 1%; f a culty n ews 
(7th) - 1%; alumni fund stories (8th) - 1%; student news 
( 9 th) -.5%; and sports (lOth) - .5%.15 
It is interesting to note the prominence g iven to ed-
ucational articles (5th). In the light of repeated urg ing s 
at A. A.C. conferences to g ive g reater emphasis to educa-
tional articles, it would seem that colleges are slow to 
follow the recommendations. 
On t he other hand, it is of interest to see how alumni 
magazines cope with the often repeated charge - Alumni 
15. Infra, P . A64 
18. 
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magazines are merely propaganda pieces to raise funds. If 
there is substance to the charge then the editorial approach 
is indeed a subtle one. Only 1% of the magazines rated 
alumni fund.stories in first place. 
How Many Full-time Employees? 
It probably would not be much of a surprise to the 
alumni worker to know that putting out the alumni publica-
tion is not a full-time job - at least in most cases. Only 
65 respondents state they hire full-time employees while 
165 colleges indicated they do not ha1Je full-time employees 
or did not answer the question. (Judging from answers to 
other questions, we feel a 11no answer" usually is a ne ga-
tive answer.). Of the 28% which state they do have full-
time workers, it is of interest to observe the following 
breakdo~m: 48 colleges have 1 full-time employee; 10 col-
leges have 2; 3 colleges have 3; 1 college has 4; 2 colle-
ges have 6; and 1 has 7 (the highest). Not in all cases 
are the employees hired by the colleg e. In the above in-
stances the word "college" has been used to include alumni 
associations as well, which, in some cases, employ workers -
usually where large and/or separate from the institution. 
How Many Part-time Employees? 
If most alumni pub lications do not have full-time 
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employees, it stands to reason then the magazines must use 
mostly part-time workers (or those who devote only part o~ 
their working time). This, of course, is what we do find. 
87% of the replies tell us one to four part-timers are used 
to write, edit, layout, etc. the magazine. The breakdown: 
82 colleges have 1 part-time worker; 71 have 2; 33 have 3; 
13 have 4; 3 have 5; 2 have 6; 1 has 7; and 25 did not 
furnish answers. 
Who Does Editorial Work? 
As one might expect, the editor is the "workhorse" on 
the alumni magazine. In 46% of the cases (106 institutions) 
the editor performs the necessary editorial work. In the 
remaining 54% of the cas es the editorial work is done by 
either the alumni secretary an· official of the college 
(publicity director, a professor of English, o~ in some 
cases, a dean), or a vol~mteer (or paid) outside alumnus. 
It is quite possible the question may have been con-
fusing to some since the alumni secretary may also consider 
himself the editor, for, in many cases, he does serve in 
the dual capacity. The intent of the question, however, 
was to make a distinction among the three types of workers 
(alumni secretary, college official, and editor) and then 
establish the extent of editorial work performed by each. 
A lesser question also attempted to discover which is the 
employer in most cases - the institution or the alumni 
_associ a tion. 
If confusion did exist on the question, it would seem 
(in view of the spread of answers) not to significantly 
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distort the picture. The totals, as mentioned above, in-
dicate: (1) the editor does most of the editorial work and 
(2) he is employed by the institution. 
A tally of the results shows: administrative officials 
perform editorial work in nearly 9% (20) of the cases; the 
alumni secretaries (employed by the college) in 30% (70), 
and 7% (17) when emp loy ed by the alumni association for a 
combined total of nearly 38% (87); the magazine editor 
employed by the colle ge rated nearly 25% (57) and when em-
ployed by the associ a tion, ranked 21% for a combined total 
of 46% (106); combinations of the above (such as adminis-
trative official and alumni secretary, . administrative 
official and editor, etc.) total approximately 7% (17). 
Percentage of Writing 
In this respect, too, the editor is the prime mover in 
the creation of the alumni publication. Not perhaps quite 
as much as one might expect, but the results do indicate it 
is his typewriter and his words which contribute more than 
any other one individual. The editor's contribution is 
\ 
approximately 9% greater than anyone elses. In percentages 
the results are: the editor 39%, the alumni secretary 30%, 
colle ge officials 13%, alumni 12%, and students 3%. 
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In several cases, it should be noted, office secretaries 
do some of the writing, usually in the class notes section. 
These instances have been included in the cate gory "college 
officials." 
What Publications Are Sent To Alumni? 
To get a more comprehensive understanding of how a lumni 
are informed of alma mater's doings, this question set out 
to discover what types of p rinted media are sent to alumni 
and to what degree. The answers establish beyond doubt 
that the alumni publication is the number one medium. They 
further suggest that the magazine is counted on to do al-
most the entire job by itself. This perhaps indicates 
g reat confidence i n the alumni publication but raises the 
question on whether too much is expected from it. 
In a minority of cases apparently such a question has 
been raised. From this thinki n g , recent years have shown 
a growth in a supplementary organ, the newsletter. Little 
else, however, is sent to alumni to keep them informed as 
the findings show: alumni magazine - 98%; newsletter - 35%; 
president's report - 30%; announcements of college events -
23%; viewbook - 5%; colle g e calendar - 4%; student newspaper -
3%; and college catalog -~s% . 
Who Determines Editorial Policy? 
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I t is obviou s that the colleges themsel ves determine 
t he e ditorial policy of alumni publications in most cases. 
This is espe c i ally true where magazines a nd alumni a ssoc ia-
tions are opera ted as part o f the institution's ac ti vi ties. 
In cases where the alumni association is separate f rom the 
colle ge, i t usually fo llows that editorial policy i s 
de t e rmin e d by the assoc i a tion or one of its a g e nt s - the 
alumni s ecretary or t he editor - and a pparently indepen-
dently from the colle ge. 
In many cases, an alumni committee - a publications 
commit t ee or the alumni governing committee, or a s i milar 
committee - joins with a representative from the colle g e 
(alumni secretary, editor, dean, p resident, etc.) to de-
cide policy , but usually the commi ttees act i n an a d v i sory 
capacity and pol i cy mat t ers i n the final analysis are set 
by the i n stitution either by implication or in deed. 
To cover as many as possible of the various procedu res 
u sed to dete rmine policy, 14 categ ories were set up on the 
que s tionnaire and on the tally sheets. The resu lts were 
then recorded according to the 14 cate gori es and also in 
combinations of t h e s e g roup s a s follows: 
All Ca tegories 
1. Pr e sid ent, tru stees, deans, etc. - 17 
2. Alumni director employed by col. - 60 
3. Ma g a z ine editor e mployed by col. - 23 
4. Alumni Association governing bd. - 14 
5. Alumni As~ociation Publicat ion Com. - 8 
6. Alumni director employ ed by Assoc. - 1 6 
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7. Magazine editor employed by Assoc. - 26 
8 . Combination of' 2 + 4 - 12 
9. Combination of 2 + 5 - 4 
10. Combination of' 3 + 4 - 7 
11. Combination of' 3 + 5 - 4 
12. Combination of' l + 2 - 18 
13. Combination of' 2 + 3 - 12 
14. Combination of' 6 + 7 - 8 
Combinations of Cate gorie s 
l. Colleg e (or employees) - 134 
2. Alumni Association (or employees) 
- 46 
3. Committees 
-
22 
4. Combination of Col. & Al. Assoc . - 27 
The g rouping of the categories into the major ways of' 
determining editorial policy thus indicates the college is 
the dominant architect of' policy making in some 58% of the 
cases . The alumni association establ i shes policy in ap-
proximately 20% of' the magazines, alumni committees to the 
extent of' 10%, while a combin ation of' alumni comnit t ees 
working with colleg e employees lay down p olicy in 12% of' 
the cases. 
Typog raphy and Makeup Analysis 
Typog raphy and makeup analys e.s apparently are not ove r -
whelmingly popular ideas with alumni editors. Whether the 
reason is financial, a ques t i on o f just "getting around to 
it," or whether such analys es are considered o f doubtful 
value, is not kno1vn. There is some e vidence (below) to g ive 
weight to the latter, but to what extent it can b e relied 
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upon seems to be a matter of some conjecture. 
In any event, only 25% {58) {usually the larger colleges) 
have had such an analysis performed on their alQmni maga-
zines. 
Was It Worth It? 
As above, the results of this query do not seem to reflect 
g reat enthusiasm for typography and makeup analyses. Vfuen 
asJ.red the above question, four answered a flat 11 no 11 (8% of 
those who answered). However, 10 other editors who did 
have an analysis made, did not answer. Therefore, assuming 
the 10 are ne gative answers, we have 14 ne gative answers 
out of 62 or nearly 23% who are not enthusiastic. Or, to 
put it in reverse, only 77% of those who obtained these 
services are "satisfied customers." 
urvey of Readership 
Vfuat do the readers have to say? To find out how read-
ers feel about their alumni magazine, 39 {17%) colleges have 
made readership surveys; 182 (80%) have not and the re-
maining 3% furnished no answer. 
Readership Survey - Total Circulation or ,$ample? 
Of the 38 colleges which furnished information to the 
question, 14 conducted a survey covering the ent ire reader-
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ship while 24 tested a sample. In terms of percentages, 6% 
of all the colleges have surveyed their entire readership 
and 10% have made surveys based on samples. 192 did not 
respond. 
Means Used? 
Most readership surveys have been conducted via the u. 
S . mail (26) and 10 ha ve used forms in the magazine. 194 
colleges furnished no answer. 
Percentage of Replies in Readership Survey 
When asked the percenta e of replies, 27 colleges 
(nearly 12%) responded with the following data: nine col-
leges (33%) stated they had received answers to their sur-
vey running from 1% to 30%. Ten colleges (37%) had replies 
ranging from 31% to 50%; 7 (25%) had responses in the 52% 
to 70% range, while only 1 had a better than 70% return. 
Was It Worth It? 
Thirty-six (15%) replied to the question - 26 (72%) said 
yes and 10 (27%) said no; 194 did not answer. 
Circulation 
The 230 alumni publications included in the survey have 
a total issue circulation of approximately 2,600,000 copies 
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for a per magazine average of some 11,000. On an annual 
basis, nearly 16,400,000 are published for an average of 
over 71,000 per magazine. The mode figure, however, indi-
cates 30,000 per year to be the most popular annual c rcula -
t on. 
How Is Circulation Determined? 
In general, alQmni magazines are circulated to alumni 
in five ways: on a paid subscription basis, free to all 
alumni, free to fund subscribers, included with membership 
dues, and on a group subscription plan basis. 
According to the results of this survey, the free to all 
alumni method is followed by a large marg in by some 63% of 
those surveyed or 145 out of the 230. 
The second choice of the colleges, used by 13% (31), is 
circulating the publication only to those who contribute to 
the alumni fund. 11A contribution to the alumni f nd guar-
antee s a subscription to the alumni magazine" is the way 
some colleges put it in off ering the magazine as an incen-
tive to g ive to the fund. 
The third method, followed by 11% of the colleges (26), 
is on a s ubscription basis; usually $ 2.00 - ~~ 3 .00 per year. 
Ten per cent (23) include a subscription in membership dues 
and 1% (4) use a g roup subscription plan . 
Circulation To Faculty - Students 
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Most faculty members receive the almnni publication, 
most s tudents do not. Eighty per cent {186) s a y the mag a-
zine is circulated to the faculty (included in their 
figures, however, are some cases where the magazine is cir-
c ulated one to a department, usually to the department head 
who presumably passes it around to others in the department). 
Seventeen per cent say faculty members do not receive the 
magazine. 
Student circulation is divided into two parts - seniors 
and lower classes. In 19% (44 ) of the colleges seniors 
receive one or more issues during their last year in col-
lege. Other students in 21% (49) of the colleges receive 
copies. Perhaps the most significant factor in re gard to 
student coverage is the fact that about 60% of the students 
apparently never see a copy until college days are over and 
they become alumni. 
Another factor of interest dealing with student circu-
lation is the question of how the magazine is put in his 
hands. In only 17% of the cases is an effective method 
used to make certain the publication actually reaches the 
students. In these instances the u.s. mail and the c a mpus 
mail system are used. I n others, where it is said the mag -
azin e is circulated to students, cop ies are left in reading 
rooms, dormitories, the library, etc. In some cases one 
copy may be left i n a g iven room while in others several 
may be left. Under this system, there is, of cou rse, little, 
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if any, assurance that a student actually get.s a copy in 
his hands or even sees the magazine for that matter. At 
best, one might observe, such a system is weak and at worst 
it can be quite ineffectual. 
The import of student coverage highlights one seemingly 
significant characteristic: with respect to the alumni mag-
azine, students apparently are pretty well ne g lected. 
The Budget 
Although the spread of budgets (exclusive of salaries) 
runs from $ 1,000 to $> 99,000 per year, nearly half (48%) 
spend from one to ~~ 5,000. Approximately 26% have budgets 
of from $ 6,000 to $10,000; 18% spend $11,000 - $19,000; 5% 
spend $ 22,000 to $30,000; and nearly 3% spend $ 34,000 to 
$ 99,000 per year. For whatever interest it may be, the 
average budget is slightly over $ 9,000 per year. 
How Is Income Provided! 
For the most part, income available to the alumni mag -
azine seems to be limited to five sources: the institution, 
subscriptions, dues, alumni fund receipts, and advertise-
ments. The largest single contributor to the budget, per-
haps not surprising, is the institution. Fifty per cent of 
the budget, the responses say, is furnished by the college. 
And of the colle ges which provided information (approxi-
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mately 60%), about 65% advanced 100% of the necessary funds. 
The second largest contributor to the publication's in-
come is the alQmni fund. Alumni fund receipts provide ap-
proximately 20% of the income. Dues fees, on the other 
hand, make available one half this amount (10%), whi le ad-
vertising furnishes 7%, subscriptions 6%, and "other" (pos-
sibly trust funds, copy sales, etc.) produces the small 
margin of 1%. 
Production Costs 
When one views the six major areas of expense (exclu-
sive of salaries) involved in publishing the alumni publi-
cation, he perhaps would not be surprised to find that 
p rinting costs consume the lion's share of the budget. 
With 170 colleges furnishing information on printing 
cos t s, it is d i scovered that some $1,222,000 is s pent an-
nually for an a verage college cost of ~~ 7 ,200. The prin-
ter's bill represents approximate l y 79% of t he total p ro-
duc t i on co s ts {exclu sive of sala r ies) accord i ng to the 
resp on dents. 
The secon d highest p roduction cost is for eng ra ving s. 
A total of 146 colleges r eported they spend annually some 
$116,100 for cuts for an averag e institutional cost of $ 792 
repre s enting a pproximately 7% of the ma gazine's cost. 
Not too far behind eng r a vings, co s t wi se, is the matte r 
of postage. One hundred and fifty-two alumni magazines 
state they spend about ~; go ,800 annually for an overall 
average cost of ~~600 per ma gazine and 6% of the budget . 
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The remainder of the costs is divided among : 11other11 
(paper, for some, and incidental costs for most), $ 59,500, 
$ 1,190 average cost, and 4% of the budget; photog raphs, 
$ 34,300, a $ 314 ave rage cost and 2% of the budget; and en-
velopes, ~~28,200, a ~~440 average cost and 2% of the budget. 
It should be kept in mind that even if these figures 
represe nted a 100% return, they would not rep resent a true 
cost pic t ure of publishing the alumni magazine. Not only 
are salaries excluded, but so are many other costs such as 
rent for the office, office equipment , heat, light, etc. 
etc. which are furnished normally by the college. 
Budgets - Are They Expanding? 
The intent of this question was to discover whether the 
direction of alu...111Ili publication expenditures is 11up, 11 
11 down, 11 or remaining about the same. The query asked for 
the total annual budget s for the past five years. Appar-
ently the question is a delicate one. Many chose to pass 
it by. 
Since too little information .is available in re gard to 
budgets during recent years, the information received is 
herewith listed but without any attempt being made to in-
terpret it: 
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Year Total Budgets Respondents Average 
One year a g o $1,386,000 146 ~? 9, 500 
Two years ago ~1,248,000 129 19,700 
Three years ago 1,121,000 109 ~ ,9 ,300 
Four years a g o ~980,000 104 ,. 9,400 
Five years ago 852,000 95 $ 9,000 
Ad vert is i nJS 
One-third (32%) of the alumni magazines covered in the 
s u rvey carry advertising and two-thirds (67%) do not. 
However, apparently many magazines h ave at least con-
sidered the possibility . Thirty-eight per cent which do 
not have ads say they have thought about it but decided 
against it. On the other hand, some 28% of the magazines 
say they did not consider the mat t er at all. About a third-
presumably the third which already has advertising - did not 
answer the question . 
Why has advertising been rejected? A variety of rea s-
ons has been advanced by the respondents such as: too time 
c onsuming , postal costs, circulation too low, lack of space, 
not enough help, etc. etc. No single reason can be pointed 
to as the overriding cause for rejection on the basis of 
info rmation available, but it seems highly likely the rea-
son rests in one or perhaps a combination of the above 
mentioned. 
Since lack of space has been g iven as one of the reasons 
for not carrying advertising, it seems to be of interest to 
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learn just how much space is used by those which have ads. 
On e -third, it will be recalled, have advertising . Of t h_ s 
g roup, the information received tells us 45% use from 1 to 
10% of their space for advertising ; 30% use from 11 to 0~ 
of space f or ads, 18% use from 21 to 30% of space, 3% use 
f rom 31 to 40% of space, and 4% use from 41 to 67% of space. 
In a discussion of this nature concerning advertising , 
e ventually one comes to perhap s the most important question 
of all - how much money does advertising bring in? 
A look at the agg re gate amount (furnished by 88% of the 
third which carry advertising ) reveals approximately 
$ 294,000 wa s raised by selling space. To look at it an-
other way , i n more de t ai l, we find: 30% of those report i n g 
r e ceive from ~kloo to ~~ 1 ,000 per year from this source; 20~1o 
receive from $1,100 to ~·2,000; 12% receive q~ 2,100 to ~~3,000; 
12% receive $,;3 ,600 to $. 5,000; 3% rece ive ~~ 5 ,400 to $ 6,000; 
6% receive $ 6,500 to $ 8,000; s % receive ~~9,000 to $ 10,000; 
and 12% receive ~12,000 to ~30,000. 
Another consideration of importance concerning adver-
tising is the question of rates. How much is charged for 
a full page of space per issue in the alumni magazines 
covered? Only 41 colleges furnished da ta. Of those which 
supplied data we find: 36% charge from $ 60 to $ 100; 24% 
charge from $110 to ~150; 20% charge from $ 30 to $ 50; 10% 
charge from :~ 160 to ~200; and another 10% charge from $ 230 
to ~~380 per page. 
In view of the recommendatio by the A.A.C. to charge 
$10 per 1,000 circulation, it is interesting to note 3 col-
leges follow the advice while 38 do not. 
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Do advertisers face restrictions in alumni publications? 
Apparently this is not a problem in most cases since 8 8% of 
the colleges make no mention of such policies . In the re-
maining 12%, however, liquor and tobacco are taboo, while,in 
a few cases,advertising must meet the standard of something 
called "good taste." Polit i cal advertising i s also ruled 
out in a few cases 9 according to the responses. 
Liquor advertising is considered the most offensive by 
the 12% which have restrictions, f or twice as many restric-
tions are directed against liquor, as against all others 
combined. It is somewhat surprising to note that state col-
leg e or university alumni magazines forbid liquor adver-
tising by a 9 to 1 ratio over colleges and universities 
controlled by relig ious denominations; in the case o f pri-
vately controlled institutions, the ratio is only 9 to 8. 
A final question abou t advertising concerns membership 
in advertising groups. Thirteen per cent of the colleges 
state they are members of an organization of this kind, 
while 44% are not, and 42% gave no answer. Apparently, 
little interest along these lines exists. When asked the 
question, 11 If not (a member), would you be interested in 
forming an advertising group with other magazines in your 
size and area?" only 22% replied in the affirmative, while 
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28% said no and 50% gave no answer • . 
Class Note s 
We now know, from information received on the rating of 
contents question, 16 that class notes items are re arded as 
number 1 in terms of contents preference. In view of this 
discovery, it perhaps is useful to know how much spa ce is 
of 
devoted to class notes - what per cent of space/the entire 
publication is used for this purpose? 
The editors and alumni secretaries showed great willing -
ness to supply data on this question, for 89% responded. 
The information further seems to support the contents 
rating assigned to class notes as mentioned above. Accord-
ing to the data, 53% of the respondent colleges use 12 to 
30% of magazine space for class notes news. A closer look 
at the statistics shows: 6% of the colleges which replied 
devote from 1% to 10% for this kind of coverage; 23% use 
from 12% to 18% of space for class notes; 30% devote 21% to 
30%; 20% u se from 33% to 40%; 15% use from 43% to 50%; 3% 
use from 55% to 60%; 1% use from 66% to 67%; and 2% above 
67% to a maximum of 80% of space. 
How are class notes arrang ed in the magazine? There 
seems to be little difference of opinion on this matter. 
About 97% of those colleges which answered state they pre-
fer and use a chronological class arrangement. Only 1% say 
16. Supra, P. 17 
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they arrange the i tems alphabetically, and .5% list the 
i tems by schools and 1.5% place the news items by groups of 
classes. 
A final question on class notes concerns their author-
ship. Who writes them? Here a gain there is great a g ree-
ment. Those who replied tell us that in 81% of the cas es 
the news note s are written in the alumni office. In 16% of 
the magazines the items are prepared by class correspondents 
elected by the class, and in 3% a class correspondent, 
ahosen by the editor, does the work. 
Is The Alunmi Magazine A Direct ."~U.!ld Piege"? 
While most alumni workers readily alli~it the alumni mag-
azine is necessary to help stimulate alunmi fund g iving , 
most would also hastily add this is true to a degree only. 
A matter of long standing controversy, a question was asked 
in this regard in an attempt to get a widespread sampling 
of opinions. Ove r 98% of the colleges which returned 
questionnaires answered the question. 
By an overwhelming majority the respondents rejected 
the i dea of un_qualified use of the magazine as a direct 
"fund piece. 11 More com.nents were made on this question 
than perhaps on any two or three others combined. Most 
comments were emphatic and forthright - a gainst. I n terms 
of statistics 80% e i ther flatly opposed the practice or 
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would agree only if done infrequently. (Thirty-six per cent 
said they objected and 44% stated they had no objection~ if 
done infrequently). Twenty per cent stated they had no 
objections. 
Some of the comments which seem to represent much of the 
feelings on the question include: "N~ver more . than once a 
year;" " •••••• use magazine for reports, not appeals," "Keep-
ing alumni informed and interested should have· indirect 
effect on fund raising ;" " •••• use infrequently or not at all 
as 'fund piece';" "object strong ly. Should be s omething 
alumni can read without fear of a bite;" "It is not a fund 
medium as such;" "fund raising should be d one by direct 
mail;" 11 it's primary purpose is not fund r a ising ;" "Bulletin 
s h ould be to create interest; money will follow" 11 ••• fund 
would decrease popularity;" "Danger of making it a money-
making organ ;" etc. etc. 
Addressing Procedures 
There is lit t le, if any, question_on how the alurr.LDi 
magazine is addressed for mailing purposes. Over 98% of 
the respondents use stancils. Of the remaining less than 
2%, two college s address by h and and one uses an "other" 
method. 
The question - of where the addresses are put i another 
matter. In this instance, we have a c onsiderably larger 
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S.uread in the practices. Sixty-four per cent address the 
magazine directly on the cover (either front or back); 23% 
use envelopes; 7% use wrappers; and 6% use gummed labels. 
Mailing 
Apparently there is some confusion or lack of informa -
t on or both on t e s ubject of mailing and postal re gul a -
tions. 
[ost respondents seem to be familiar with what class 
mail they use (second or third) to mail out the alumni mag -
az ine, since about 93% gave definite answers - 73% say they 
u se the ·second class mailing permit, 20% state third class 
is used, and only abou t 7% did not answer. 
When asked, under what postal act (Act of 1879 or Act 
of 1912) their mailing is covered, many frankly state d they 
did not know,whi le a large percentag e failed to answer, in-
dicating , it is believed, lack of understanding . The l a r g -
est percentage was in the 11 don't know" or no answer group 
with some 36%, and the second largest group 35% claimed to 
be under the Act of 1912 and the remaining 29% fell unde r 
the 1879 Act. 
Perh a p s it wo ld be well here to explain briefly some 
of the main differences between the two postal acts. 
In the first place both postal acts apply to second 
class mailings only. Under t h e Ac t of 1879 all publications 
from whatever source are tre ated al i ke and are c on sidered 
a s "regular commercial publications." No exceptions are 
made for educational, fraternal, benevolent g roups, etc. 
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I n 1912 the Act of 1879, however, was ammended to make 
excep t ions for educational and certain other types of non-
profit i nstitu tions or groups. It is this ammendment which 
i refe rre to as the Act of 1912. Alumni association 
g ro p s which are administered under a de partment of the 
college are considered part of the college and are the r e -
fore eligible to se this mail privileg e wh ich means a 
lower postal cost for the user. If the alumni a sso c ation 
is a se arate and indepe ndent body from the college, it is 
not e ligible for the second class p rivilege under t hi s Act. 
To determine under which of the abo ve two gene r al cat-
e g ori e s the alumni magazine falls (if at all) is the first 
consideration those responsible f o r the magazine must face. 
Once decide d , then the magazine must meet definite require-
ments for each categ ory; the Act of 1879 has on e set of 
requ irements and the Ac t of 1912 has another. I f ne ither 
are applicable, the publication then, most likely, would 
use t h e t h ird class privilege. 
Most alumni magazines, according to the returns, are 
eligi l e to take advantage of the educat i onal exemption as 
allowed under the second class privileg e (Ac t of 1912). 
Approx i mate ly 51% s tate t h e y have the educational exemption 
while 33% do not and 16% furnished no data. 
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gubscriptions and Direct Mail 
To stimula te subscriptions to alumni publicat i ons 20~ 
of the colleges state they use direct mail; 68~ , on the 
other hand, reply they do not and 12% declined to answer. 
On the question of use of direct mail to solicit renewels, 
a gain, 20~ state they do this; 63% say they do not, and 17% 
faile d to answer. 
An overall total of a pproximately 2,037,000 pieces of 
dire c t mai l are sent out by 35 colleges (for a per college, 
per year a verage of some 58,000) to encourage subscrip-
tions to the maga z ine. Four r e port they send 1 follow-up ; 
7 send 2; 8 send 3; 3 send 4; 5 send 5; 3 send 6; and 1 
sends out 9 . 
Instead of using direct mail to stimulate s ubscriptions, 
some few colleges u se re newal forms in the magazine itself -
a pproximately 6% follow thi s practice. When using the mag -
azine , 2% say t h e y u se an inse rted card and 6% s a y the y u se 
pa rt of a pag e wh ich a pparently indicates one meth od is 
used on some occasions and t he other is used at other times 
by the same colleges. 
For promotional purp oses, some colleg es (which do not 
c i rculate to all alumni) from time to time s e nd one i s sue 
of t h e ma a gine to their entire alumni file s. Of those 
college s whi ch suppl i ed data for the question, approximately 
18~ do this. I n terms of the overall p i ctur e, however, we 
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find 10% send out one issue, 44% do not, and 46% ~ld not 
answer. 
There s eems to be lit t le doubt what subscrip t i on rates 
the alumni magazines favor. Of those which have established 
a p rice) 82% charge from ~2.00 to $ 5.00 per year. No col-
lege charges any more for a year's subscription and 12% 
charge less than f 2.00. 
THE 1\TEWSLE 'rTER 
About a quarter of a century after the birth of the 
alumni magazine, some colleges still felt that communica-
tions between the institution and the alumni nee de d streng -
t h ening. It wasn't the belief that the main medium (the 
magazine) had fallen down in its job that bothered these 
colle ge s. Rather, it was the infrequency of publication 
that seemed to offer the main concern. Most magazines were 
issued quarterly or in some cases more often, but usually 
the i nterval between copies was a considerable period of 
time - long enough for the ave rage alumnus to lose touch 
with his alma mater. This, of course, s pells 11 dangertt in 
alumni relations. 
Another factor to be conside red is the problem of pub-
lishing up-to-date information. If significant develop-
manta take place on t he campus between issues, t he informa-
tion is often no longer news when it reaches the alumni in 
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the page s~ ~f the ma gazine. 
Thus , an awarene s s for an additional medium of communi -
ca tion that is rela tively inexpensive, readily assembled, 
and one whi'ch would supplement the magazine, be gan, and 
seems to have been g rowing ever since. 
To date, abo u t a third (27%) of the colleges respond ing 
r eport t he y have news l t ters and, as in the case of the 
magaz ine, the largest pe rcentag e (37%) is issued quarter·ly . 
The newsletter, unlike the magazine, is primarily published 
by tne colle ge; 73% of the respondents state the c ollege is 
the publisher and in the other 27%, the alumni associa.tion 
as s ume s the responsibility . Like its big brother publica-
tion, the newsletter, too, is primarily printed by the let-
t erpress process; 57% use this proces s, 35% use offset, and 
8% are printed by mimeograph, multilith, or by some similar 
method. 
Since the newsletter is a secondary alumni publication, 
one perhaps would not be s u rprised to discover it possesses 
a compa ratively small number of pages. Most (75%) are four 
pages in leng th and a majority (66%) have st x 11 page 
sizes. In some cases this medium is in the form of a 
"letter" from either the alumni president, the college pre-
sident, or the alumni secretary. But in many other case s, 
the newsletter is not i n the form or style of a "letter" at 
all, but rather in the style of a small news org an. 
How large is the newsletter circulation? Ei ghty-four 
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c olleges reported circulation figures on a per issue basis. 
In this g roup, we find 16% circulate from 1 to 5,000 copie s 
per issue; 33% circulate from 6 to 10,000 copies; 12% from 
11 to 15,000; 14% from 16 to 20,000; 8% from 21 to 25,000; 
and 17% from 30 to 99,000 copies. 
The final question i n the survey concerned the circum-
stances under which the newsletter is circulated to alumni. 
As in the case of the main alumni medium of conununication, 
the magazine, the newsletter too is sent fre e to all alumni 
i n most cases. 
In 85% of the colleges reporting thi s is the practice 
followed; of the rema i ning 15% respondin , 4% send the news -
letter to dues-paying members, 2% circulate to fund donors 
only , and 9% sehd the secondary publication to selected 
g roups which may include such categ ories as: recent grad-
uates, reuning class alQmni, geo g raphical g roup s, or even 
non-alumni groups. 
CONCLUSION 
Many conclusions suggested by the data of this survey 
have already been mentioned in the foregoing pages. orne, 
however, have not been indicated while others perhaps could 
be highlighted here with profit. Of greatest significance, 
seeming ly, are conclusions which show: 
that the alumni publication is a quarterly 
magazine, but 10~ of the colleges or alumni 
associations publish less frequently than 
this. 
that the alumni magazine is generally sized 
8~ x 11 and runs from 24-32 pages, but 48% of 
the magazines have fewer than 24 pages. 
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that news about people (class notes) is g iven 
more emphas is t han any other type of coverag e 
and up to 30% of column space is used for thi s 
purpose by some 53% of the colleges. 
that educ ational articles (highly recommended 
in A.A.C. meetings) are given a fifth place 
rating . 
that less than one magazine in three employs 
a full-time worker to devote all his time to 
the magazine. 
that writing, editing, and putting the maga-
zine t o ether is considered a part-time occu-
pation. 
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that 98% of the colleges s r~yed ssue an 
alumni publication and the second most widely 
distributed medium of communication is the 
newsletter, b u t only one out of three colleg es 
publishes one. 
that the colleges themselves are the control-
lers of policy and are, therefore, more re-
sponsible for the standards and the policies 
in the magazine than are alumni associations 
or individual alumni, even though more alumni 
associations claim to be publishers than the 
colleges. 
that only one out of four magazines has had 
a typog raphy and makeup analysis and of these 
only three quarters seem pleased with the 
results. 
that only 17% of the colleges have had read-
ership survey s performed on their alumni 
publications and less than three uarters 
felt i t was worth it. 
that 63% send the magazine "free to all alum-
ni" but of the remaining 37% only about 10% 
make certain all alumni get one copy a year. 
that a majority of students do not see the 
alumni magazine until they leave their alma 
mater. In many cases where it is reported 
students 11 ge .t" the magazine, the system of' 
distribution, at best, seems questionable. 
t h at, although the range of' annual budgets 
(exclusive of' salaries) extends from &1·1,000 
to $ 99,000, about half spend $ 5,000 per y~ar 
or less. 
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that 60% of' the mag a z ine's budget is f'urtiish-
ed by the college on the average. 
that the g reatest proportrion of' the bu dget is 
expended f'or printing costs (ne arly so%, 
exc lusive of salaries). 
that two-thirds of the mag a z ines do not carry 
advertising and about one-third haven't con-
sidered the possibility. 
that many colleges say "lack of' space" prohi-
bits carrying advertising, yet 75% which do, 
say they u se only up to 20% of' their column 
space for this purpose. 
that 50% of t he magazines which carry a ver-
tising derive 1' 2,000 or more per year from 
this sou rce. 
that less than 10% of the magazines follow 
A.A. C. advice concerning the setting of ad-
vertisin rates. 
that l i quor adve rtising in alumni magazines 
is restricted a ga i nst more t han any other 
type and state and private colleges object 
to li quor advertisements more than do those 
colleges controlled by relig ious denomina-
tions. 
that 80% of alumni magazine editors and 
alumni se c retaries do not regard the alumni 
magazine as a 11 fund piece" and voice strong 
object i on s a gainst such a practice. 
that mu ch confusion or lack of information 
seems to exist in regard to postal regula-
tions and especially as concerns the second 
class mailing privilege. 
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that the newsletter, unlike the magazine, is 
primarily published by the college. 
that the secondary alumni publication, (the 
newsletter), in three out of four ases, is 
a four-page bulletin and in two out of three 
instances is 8t X 11 in size. 
that 855& of the time the newsletter is sent 
free to all alumni. 
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A49. 
Colle ·es and Universities to questionnaires vere sent 
Privately Controlled 
Adelp _i College 
Alle e eny College 
American I nternational Co llege 
Am.."he rs t College 
An tioch colle ge 
ates Colle e 
eloit Collec e 
Be rea College 
Bo ton Universit y · 
· ov:do in college 
radley Uni versi ty 
?rid~e port, University of 
P own University 
Bryant r;olle e 
Bryn ~· awr Coll e [!;e 
Bu falo, University of 
C lifornia Colle,_;e of Arts a.YJ.d Crafts 
Cf:l.rleton Colle c e 
Carneg i I nstitute of Technolo~y 
C s e In t itu te of Technology 
Chi ca r.- o , TTniversit. of 
Clark University 
Clerks on Colle ~ of Te c0nol ogy 
Coe Colle :::e 
Colby Colle n·e 
· ol gate University 
Golorado College 
ColumlJ University 
c onne ti cut College 
coope r Union 
·Cornell University 
Dartmouth Coll e3e 
Dick ins on Coll e ~e 
r a.-1-ce - ni vers i ty 
Drexel Insti tute of Technology 
Duk e !Jniv ers i ty 
Evansville Colleee 
F irleigh Dickins on Colle ge 
Tl'i sk Uni vers i t r 
Ceoree Pepperdine Colle rr e 
Geore; e ~ asbins ton University 
Goucher Colle ge 
Grove Ci t y Colle rr e 
Ham ilton College 
F mp ton I nstitu t e 
Farvard Busi ness School 
Harvard Law chool 
Harvard Uni v r si ty 
Filly~?r College 
Fobart and :' lli am Smith Colle r;es 
1 ofstra College 
Eow ard Univer ity 
Jeffers on '1 i cal college 
J o ns u o k ins Tniversit 
l'nox c ol eo e 
L rene e colle r.- e 
Lehi~ Univ sity 
Long I sland Tniversity 
~acalester College 
F rietta Colle ~ e 
i'ilassachu setts Inst·· tute 
of echnolo n::y 
j'li ami, University of 
~i ddl ebury Colle e 
'Y l ls Colle :~ 
'·1oor y Bible I nstitute 
of Chi caoo 
Mount Bolyoke Colle~e 
N Jerse - Colle3e or r:omen 
Ne r Yorlr University 
Nort 1eastern Univers i t y 
Northwestern University 
Nor wich University 
Oberlin Colleg e 
Occidental Colle r. e 
Pace Colle :::.; e 
Pennsylvania , Univers it .: of 
Pi ttsbur~h , Univers i ty of 
Pomona C lle e 
Pratt I nstitute 
Princeton University 
Providence ible I nstitu te 
Radcliffe Coller .e 
eed Co lle e 
Rensselaer Po lrtechnic 
Instll., _te 
r l,od Is .L and Sc l.Ool of Design 
__ ice l nsti tute 
_ .ipon Collese 
Rochester , University of 
Rochester I s · tu te of 
Technology 
Pockfor'd Co l le ge 
"Rollins Colle .c., e 
Roosevelt Colle e e of Chicago 
Russell Sae, e Colle :._.e 
Rutgers Universit. 
' int Lawren ce Universi t~' 
S." . mons Col l ege 
Sldd.more Colle o; e 
Smith Co lle ~, e 
Southern California, 
University of 
Stanford Universi t 
Ste ·J ens ColJ.e r~e 
Ste~Ans Instit~te of Technolo gy 
Syracuse University 
Ta_rnp , Fniversi ty of 
Temple Uni versity 
Tr i n i t y Colle ge 
Tri - S t a te College 
Tufts Colle ge 
Tu lane University 
Tu l s a, Univ ers i t y of 
Tusk e gee Ins t i tu te 
T.Jni on College 
T_Trsinu college 
Vanderbi lt Uni vers i t : 
~, .... ~ ;:; r Colle ·e 
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~ as hington and Lee University 
W shi ng t on Univers i ty 
,_e llee ley Colle tz e 
"Je stern Re s erve Universi tv 
~be aton Coll ege, ~he aton , U i ll. 
¥heaton Coll e ~ e , Norton , Mass . 
t i t man Colle ge 
'· 
11ittier college 
~illi ams College 
~ orc es t er Poly techni c I ns t itute 
Yal e Univer sity 
Gontrolled by Reli giou s Denomi nations 
Abi lene Christ i an Colle e:e 
Al b ion College 
Albri b~t Coll e ~e 
rr:eri c an University 
/~nders on C olle Ee and Tl:le olo :::J i cal 
Seminary 
Au,su st ru'1a Colle ge, Ec• ck I sl and , Ill. 
Jl.ug tana r:o l l eg e , Sioux Falls, S . D. 
Ray l or University 
3 o t on rolle ;e 
Prigham Young Univers i t y 
BucJ.m e ll Uni vers :i ty 
Bu tler Univer sity 
Canisius Colle ge 
Carro l l College 
Ca t h olic Univers i t y 
Cen tenar y Colles e of Lou i s iana 
cor ne ll c ol l ege 
Creigh ton Universit y 
na i ds on Colle r-:. e 
Day ton, Univers ity of 
Denison Universi t y 
Denv er , TTniver s ity of 
DePaul ~niversity 
DePauw University 
Detroit , Un i versit y of 
Dr ury College 
Duquesn e Uni ve rsi t y 
Bar lham C olle "·e 
Em:nan J. e l Co lJ.e ge 
T<!r ory TJniversi ty 
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~' ordham l'ni vei' s i t y 
l''ran.k l i n and · ~ arshal.l Co l l e ge 
Furman Uni v er s·· y 
Geor~et own Collef:', e 
Geor~ e town l n i vers i ty 
Ge ttys bur a Col l.e ·e 
Gr a ce l and Colle s e 
Gu t avu s Ad ol phus Co~~ ege 
}T am line Uni ver si t y 
Fanove r College 
-q rdtng c ol~ege 
"':-Iar d in- Si mmonf'J ni versi t y 
Has tings College 
~e idelber g Colleg e 
ITaly Cross , Co llege of the 
n op e Colle0 e 
Houghton Co ll.ege 
Fow ard COl l (S e 
I ilin oi s F e s l eyan TTni versi t y 
Jo~~ C rro l l Dniversity 
Juni t a coll e ge 
Laf yette C l le z e 
Lak e ~orest Col e e 
La all Col l e ·e ~ 
Lewis snd Cl ar k Coll ege 
Loui r iana Col l ~ g 
LOyola Univer si ty, Chi c ag o 
Loyola Un iversity , Los Ang . 
Loyola t n · ers i t y of the :::: ou t l 
r.I anhattan Calle s 
Mar quet t e TJn iversity 
Laryr_-rove Col~e ge 
~ary~ood c olle 3e 
;·.Te rcer Unive r si t y 
~eredi t Colle ge 
~il likin Jniver~ i ty 
~':f onmou t _ C olle c,e 
:Jau nt Union Co l .L r e 
·,1uh l enber8 C a llege 
Nebr as l( ··esleyan Un i versity 
~ew Foch el:e , Colle s e of 
}orth Cent ra l c o ~ le 2 e 
North Park Colle ~e 
Notre Dame , Un i vers i t. T of 
Oh io Nor tJ1e _ n TJni vers i ty 
( b io ~e s leyan University 
o~ l ~ oma Cit Uni er Ai t y 
Otterb i n Coll ege 
Providen ce colie3 
Pandolrh- ; · a eon ,. oman ' ~. colle g E 
Red l ands , ~niversity of 
r e [:: i s colle r;e 
Hi.. c. 1lll1ond , TJ iver-s ity f 
RO~'lr Coi l e 0 e 
Saint Cat~erine , ~he Colle ~e c 
~. ~dnt ,Tolm ' s Uni u-:.r s i t y 
Sain t Jose ph ' s Colle ~e 
S int Loui s lrn i verill t y 
Saint Mar y ' s Col l e c e 
i' ot r e Dame , Ind . 
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Sa int Tary ' s Colle ge, 1n.nona , E inn . 
Saint Uichael 1 s co _le ry e 
Saint Olaf Colle ge 
S r- int Peter 's co ~le ge 
Saint Rose, Colleg e of 
San Francis c o, TTni versi ty of' 
S an ta Clara , University of 
Scranton , University of 
.~outhern l'e thodist UniverEd.ty 
Sou t11.we s t e rn at =Iemphis 
Swart~~ore Colle ~ e 
IJ.'rini t y Uni ver si ty 
U-o s al e. Coll e g e 
V~lp araiso Un iversity 
Vi l lanova C olle ~e 
"'ar;ner C olle2:e 
";et.: e F'ores t colle::: e 
v.· es leyan TJn :t versi t y 
res tern !-.·iary land Colle ~·; e 
~ert~ins t a~ College, Pa . 
~hitworth Coll e g e 
'!" .LLia n Jewell Coll e ,cr. e 
v:.: i. ttenberg Col l 2e;e ~ 
\\'c:~~ fo rd Colleg e 
l:·ooster, Colleg e of 
~avi er Universi~~ 
,tat e Con trolled 
Alab~na, University of 
Arizona , University of 
Ar k ansas , University of 
Ca li f ornia, University of 
Co lorado , Univer~ity c. 
·Jonnecticu t , Fn iversity of 
De l e ware, Fniversi ty of 
:F l orida , Un:t versity of 
':'-e or g ia, ~Jniversi ty of 
1daho, Tiniversity of 
I l linois , Un i vers ity of 
I ndiana rrniver s i ty 
.,: owa, State ::rn~ versi t J of 
··<" ans as , Un i v e :rs i t y of 
Eentucky, Un i versity of 
Louisi ana '"'ta te Un i vei'si t y 
r.~ ai ne, Un iversity of 
;·Iaryland, University of 
=Iassachus etts, Un:i.versity of 
Mi ami University 
Michi g an , University of 
:.: i :one so ta, 1~n·ver s ity of 
::is sissippi, Un i versity of 
T'~ issouri , University of 
\T onta..YJ.a State University 
He braska , Universit y of 
A51 . 
~evada , University of 
'f\.Tevv T1 m:J.psb j_ re, T}n i versity of 
New !,:Texico, TJniversity of 
F ew York , St ate ·,-Jniversity of 
North Carolina , University of 
l~: orth Dak ota, Un i ver•sity of 
Ohio S ta t e ~niversity, r ~ 
Ok l aho~a , Univers1 ty of 
Or egon, -niversity of 
Rhode I s land, 'Jniversity of 
South Caro l ina, Un i vers 1 t y of 
Sout h Dakota State College 
'i'ennessee, Unl re r i ty of 
rr_,e :as , University of 
Ftflh. , -Jn:t v ers i ty of 
Vermont, Pni versi ty of 
Virs inia, Univer ity of 
~ashington, Univers i ty of 
~est VirBinia Uni ve r sity 
-.:: i s c on s i n, -rnivers::. t y of 
r.;yomine; , u n·l ve rsity of 
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